
STEP 77

The black-out extension has three different modes:  full 
darkness, partial darkness and light mode. 

The FG-100 filter is designed for lighting up terrain invisible 
to the human eye when the tank is being operated at night 
with a BVN device. Mechanically it is similar to the FG-102 
extension, except the optical element consists of a diffuser 
and an infrared filter rather than a black-out extension. 

During the last overhaul, the T-34-85 was fully 
equipped with a whole complex of lighting and 
signalling devices. 

Internal lighting and signalling is used for the 
headlights and rear lights. 

The tank is fitted with a visible light with a FG-102 black-
out extension and a FG-100 infrared filter. 
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The tank’s most vital power consumption sources are the internal and external 
lighting and signalling devices. During the prototype process the number and type  
of lighting devices for the T-34 tank were changed several times. 

The rear lights are 
designed for external 
signalling and increasing 
visibility of the tank's 
exterior when operating 
in night mode. 
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077A

077A

077B

077B

077C

077D

077E 077F

1Stretch the tyre (077B) on to the rim of the main wheel 
inner (077A). Ensure that the tyre sits firmly and evenly 
all around the rim.

NOTE: Keep the main wheel trunnion (077C) and the main 
wheel suspension spring (077E) until they can be fitted 
in the next stage.

CODE 
NUMBER COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

077A Main wheel inner 1

077B Tyre 1

077C Main wheel trunnion 1

077D Main wheel inner hinge 1

077E Main wheel suspension spring 1

077F Main wheel suspension spring lower support 1

SM 2.3 × 4 × 5mm screw 1 + 1*

* includes sparesSM

In the next few stages 
you will complete work 
on the wheels and 
suspension on the left 
side of the hull.

077F 077F

077D

077D

2Fit the main wheel 
suspension spring 
lower support 

(077F) over the screw 
posts on the main wheel 
inner hinge 077D) and fix 
with an SM screw.

SM



STEP 78
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
Within the tank’s design it’s hard to find an element or design aspect that  
hasn’t undergone various modifications at the prototype stage. This is true  
of the supporting rollers. 

1

The supporting rollers on the T-34 differ widely when 
it comes to both manufacturing processes (stamped 
or cast) and their design, i.e. that of rollers with rubber 
tread (or truck tyres as they are often referred to) 

and rollers with internal cushioning. 
The initial rubber tread rollers had a tread design 

comprising notches and ventilation holes around the 
circumference. Over time, these notches and holes were 

done away with, since using synthetic rubber meant 
the tread quickly broke as soon as the holes began 
to weaken.  Solid rims were then used both for stamped and 
cast rollers. A lack of rubber in 1942-43 meant that rubber 
tread rollers stopped being used altogether. Consequently, 
rollers with internal cushioning began to appear, resulting 
in excess noise and increased wear and tear of both 
the rollers and crawler belts. 

On the T-34-85 tank, 
stamped and cast 
supporting rollers 
with solid rubber tread 
were used. 
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078A

078B

078C

078D 078E

LM

078A

078A

078C

077A

1Stretch the tyre (078C) on to the rim of the main wheel 
outer (078A). Ensure that the tyre sits firmly and evenly 
all around the rim.

2Fit the main wheel outer (078A) to the main wheel 
inner (077A), ensuring that the three pins around the 
inner rim fit firmly into the corresponding sockets.

CODE 
NUMBER COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

078A Main wheel outer 1

078B Main wheel hub 1

078C Tyre 1

078D Large washer 1

078E Small washer 1

LM 2.3 × 4mm screw 2 + 1*

* includes spare

077E

077E

077F

078E

077D

077C

077F

061C

061C

078D 078B

077C

077C

078A

078A

061A
061A

3Fit the main wheel suspension spring  (077E) supplied 
with issue 77 on to the spring upper support (061C) 
at the top front of the left hull side A (061A). Then 

fit the main wheel suspension spring lower support (077F) 
that you assembled in issue 77 into the base of the spring, 
and fit the main wheel inner hinge left (077D) into the socket 
at the bottom of the hull side. 

5Fit the wheel assembly 
on to the outer axle 
of the main wheel 

trunnion (077C). Fit the large 
washer (078D) into the centre 
of the wheel and fix with an 
LM screw through the washer. 
Push the main wheel hub 
(078B) firmly on to the inner 
rim of the main wheel outer 
(078A) so that it covers the 
screw.

4Fit the main wheel trunnion (077C) supplied with 
issue 77 over the axle of the main wheel suspension 
spring lower support (077F). Place the small washer 

(078E) into the centre of the trunnion and fix with a LM screw.

LM

LM



STEP 79
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
Since 1940, the T-34 has been equipped with several types of radio.  
The first of these was the 71-TK-3. 

1

There were a number of complaints raised amongst military 
personnel about the 71-TK radio model. The equipment 
was said to be quite cumbersome and took up too much 
space in the fighting compartment, as a result of which 
the ammunitions store needed to be reduced. In addition, 
operating the receiver and transmitter has been said to be 
overly complicated; the shock absorbers do not provide 
sufficient protection from turbulence; and the electric and 
sound equipment were often unresponsive. The transmitter 
frequently overheated and required frequent breaks when 

in use. These defects have not been fully repaired 
despite the numerous modifications the tank 

has undergone. 

T he first Soviet tank radio, the 71-TK, was created 
on the basis of the second RKKA radio equipment 
system from 1931 used by military personnel.  
The 71-TK device was one of first superheterodyne 

receivers originally manufactured in the USSR. 
The 71-TK is a radio transceiver, telephone and telegraph 

communications system, receiver and transmitter in  
the form of in-built separate devices. To protect against 
knocks and bumps, the receiver and transmitter  
are equipped with special shock absorber frames. The radios 
enable compatibility and intercommunication 
between all the tank’s 
communications equipment. 

71-TK-3 is a model from 
1939. It was installed in 
BT-5, BT-7, T-34 military 
grade tanks, KV and BA-11 
armoured cars. This model 
boasts a refined set of 
components (in particular, 
plastic mica condensers 
instead of open ones). 
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079A 079B
079C

079D 079E
079F

LM WM

079A

079A

061A
079D 079D

079B

079B

079E

1Fit the idler wheel drive shaft (079D) to the toothed 
socket at the front of the left hull side A (061A). Then 
fit the tensioning spring (079E) on the axle of the drive 

shaft and fix the spring with a WM screw.

2Push the idler wheel outer (079A) on to the idler wheel 
inner (079B), ensuring that the notch on the hub of the 
outer wheel engages with the slot in the hub of the 

inner wheel.

079E

CODE 
NUMBER COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

079A Idler wheel outer 1

079B Idler wheel inner 1

079C Idler wheel hub 1

079D Idler wheel drive shaft 1

079E Idler wheel tensioner spring 1

079F Washer 1

LM 2.3 × 4mm screw 1 + 1*

WM 2.3 × 4 × 6.5mm screw 1 + 1*

* includes spares

WM

079D

079F

079A

079A

079C

079C

079A

079F

3Fit the assembled idler wheel on to the axle of the idler 
wheel drive shaft (079D), ensuring that the idler wheel 
inner (079B) with the five bolt heads around its central 

hub goes on the inside, and the smooth hub of the idler 
wheel outer (079A) is on the outside. Fit the washer (079F) 
into the centre of the wheel and fix with an LM screw.

5The idler wheel can now be rotated 
on its ratchet by pulling the wheel 
out from the hull side against the 

tensioning spring. By rotating the drive shaft 
against the ratchet teeth, the wheel can be 
moved sideways to tension the tracks when 
they are fitted later.

4Push the idler wheel hub (079C) firmly into the centre 
of the idler wheel outer (079A).

LM



STEP 80

for bolts. Subsequently, the steel roller was also removed. 
In the same year, the tanks were manufactured with  
a one-piece front wheel without rollers. 

However, the decision to do so proved unsuccessful, 
since it led to increased wear and tear of the track chain 
and increased noise when the tank was moving. 

Between 1943 and 1945, the one-piece front wheel 
was manufactured without tread bands fastened with 
axel rollers. 

T he initial design of the T-34 front wheels was quite 
complicated. The wheels consisted of armour-covered 
moulded hubs with two discs onto which the steel 
tread bands are mounted, as well as six rollers 

with axel bushings. The discs were joined together with 
hub bolts. The axel rollers had conical heads and were 
secured with castle nuts. 

Since 1942, the front wheels have been manufactured 
with one-piece housings and there was no longer a need 

ASSEMBLY GUIDE

1

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
Drive wheels, which are powered by the rotational movement of the motor, are rolled 
back through the track gearing and are propelled by the tank hull. 

One-piece front wheels 
produced by different 
manufacturers differed by 
design and size, bracing 
rigidity, armour covering, 
as well as either a lack or 
presence of rims on 
openings to release dirt 
and snow.  
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080A 080B

080C

080D
080E

080F

080J

061A

061A
080D

080F

080F

080E
080E

080G

080H

080K080I

CODE 
NUMBER COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

080A Drive wheel outer 1

080B Drive wheel inner 1

080C Drive wheel hub 1

080D Drive axle outer cover 1

080E Drive wheel inner cover 1

080F Drive wheel axle cover 1

080G Washer 1

080H Idler wheel tensioner cover 1

CODE 
NUMBER COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

080I Suspension arm 1

080J Suspension cylinder 1

080K Clip 3

BM 1.7 × 4mm screw 3 + 1*

HM 2.0 × 4mm screw 1 + 1*

LM 2.3 × 4mm screw 6 + 2*

DP 1.5 × 5mm screw 2 + 1*

GP 2.3 × 4mm screw 7 + 2*

* includes spares

2Fit the drive wheel 
axle cover (080F) 
to the recess at the 

top of the drive wheel 
inner cover (080E). Ensure 
that the notch on the 
inner rim engages in the 
corresponding slot. Fix 
with a GP screw.

1Fit the drive axle outer 
cover (080D) to the 
recessed housing at the 

outside rear of the left hull 
side A (061A). Fix with two GP 
screws.

BM HM LM DP GP

GP

GP

GP

080G

075A

079A

005B

061A

080D

080A

080B

080A
080C

080B

080E
080E

4Fit the three posts 
on the drive wheel 
outer (080A) to the 

sockets on the drive wheel 
inner (080B). Fix with three 
GP screws.

6Wrap the track links around the seven 
wheels, ensuring that the guide 
horns fit between the tyres. Fix 

the track links together with two DP screws. 
If necessary, adjust the tension on the track 
links by rotating the idler wheel outer (079A) 
on its drive shaft ratchet – see issue 79 step 5.

3Fit the drive wheel 
inner cover (080E) to 
the two posts on the 

inside rear of the left hull side 
A (061A). Fix with two LM 
screws.

5Fit the drive wheel on 
to the drive axle outer 
cover (080D). Place the 

washer (080G) in the centre of 
the wheel, then fix with a GP 
screw. Push the drive wheel 
hub (080C) into the centre of 
the drive wheel outer (080A).

GP

DP

DP

GPGP

LM

LM

GP
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056A057A

057A

076A

076A

061A

061A

061A

056A

056A

056A

061A7Align the assembled 
left hull side A (061A) 
with the left side 

of the lower hull (056A) 
that you completed at 
issue 60. Feed the two LED 
lights with wires (057A) 
on the left side through 
the slot beneath the left 
rear fighting compartment 
side panel (076A).

8Fix the left hull side A (061A) to the left side of the 
lower hull (056A) with four LM screws in the positions 
shown.

LM

LM

LM

LM

BM

BM

BM

HM

061A 061A

080J

080H

079E

080K

080K
080K061B

057A

057A

076A

080J

9Push the two pins 
on the suspension 
cylinder (080J) into the 

corresponding holes at front 
of the left hull side A (061A). 
Note that the pins differ in 
thickness so that the cylinder 
can only fit one way up.

11Fit the suspension 
arm (080I) to 
the socket in the 

lower hull (056A), behind the 
suspension cylinder (080J). Fix 
with an HM screw.

080H

080I

056A

080I

10Push the two 
pins on the idler 
wheel tensioner 

cover (080H) into the two 
holes at the front of the left 
hull side A (061A) so that the 
cover encloses the idler wheel 
tensioner spring (079E).

12Secure the LED light with wires 
(057A) to the left hull side B 
(061B) in the positions shown 

using three clips (080K) and three BM screws. 
Push the LED with the green and black 
wires into the socket in the left rear fighting 
compartment side panel of the fighting 
compartment (076A).
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